Vision & Strategy 2019+
Vision

DbI is THE Point of Connection in Deafblindness Worldwide

Identity

Awareness

Reputation

Recognition
Strategy

Connecting through proactive internal and external communication
Connecting through collaborations with the relevant international organisations
Connecting through stimulating research and learning from each other
Connecting through enhancing our culture of diversity and inclusion
Goals

Set & updated annually
Goals I 2019/20:

**Proactive Communication:**
The necessary reorganisation is completed and works at least well from the point of view of those most directly involved*.

A draft for the new website and the design of the digital DbI Review is discussed.

**International Collaborations:**
The relevant partners are determined on the basis of a context analysis.

*Communication Committee (including Network Coordinator), Network Chairs, DbI Review Peer Review Group (e.g. members from the Research Network), Secretariat, Information (Facilitating) Officer, ManCom and Board. “At least well” e.g. on a five-level scale.
Goals II 2019/20:

Stimulating Research and Learning From Each Other:
Networks have a real small DbI budget by 2020. The African Research Initiative (ARI) has started.

Enhancing our Culture of Diversity and Inclusion:
For the conference in Africa there are clear local “owners”.
On the way to a more diverse and inclusive income structure, the system of membership fees is reviewed and redefined.